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Whitefly- Transmitted Geminiviruses of Tomato and Pepper
In Arizona and Their Relationship to Geminiviruses

In Florida and in Mexico
K Brown, B. T. Poulos, and M. R Nelson.

Whitefly- transmitted geminiviruses, which cause serious diseases of tomato and pepper crops, have become
increasingly important pathogens in the fringe temperate and subtropical agricultural regions of the United States
and Mexico (Brown, 1988) during the 1980s. These virus diseases have a negative impact on fruit quality, and
significantly reduce yields in most commercial tomato and pepper varieties currently grown. Millions of dollars
have been lost as a result of geminivirus infections in tomatoes in the U.S. alone.

The economic importance and severity of chino del tomaté virus (CdTV) in tomato was recognized in the early
1980s in the west coastal tomato production areas in the state of Sinaloa, Mexico (Brown, Hine 1984). The virus,
which is not mechanically transmitted, also causes mild symptoms in pepper and bean, and infects several
Malvaceous weed species found in the vicinity. The CdTV is distinguishable from other whitefly- transmitted
geminiviruses of Solanaceous crops (tomato golden mosaic, tomato yellow leaf curl, and tobacco leaf curl viruses)
based upon differences in biological (Brown & Nelson, 1989) and biochemical properties (Brown, unpublished).
Virus clones have been obtained which are useful as probes in hybridization assays for distinguishing CdTV from
other whitefly -transmitted geminiviruses (Brown, 1989). From 1983 to 1989, CdTV was identified in pepper
plantings in the Bamoa, Los Mochis, Culican, and Guasave areas in the state of Sinaloa. In addition, CdTV was
isolated form peppers grown in northeastern Mexico (Tampico, Tamaulipas) and from pepper samples collected
in the Rio Grande Valley, Texas, in 1988 (Brown & Nelson, 1989).

Symptomatic peppers infected with tigré disease from Tamaulipas contained at least two whitefly -transmitted
geminiviruses: the CdTV, and the pepper mild tigré virus (PMTV) which causes a mild yellow mosaic symptom
in pepper and severe disease in tomato (Brown, et al, 1989). The symptoms incited by PMTV in tomato can
be as severe as those associated with CdTV infection, but develop more slowly in infected plants. The PMTV
was also identified as a component of a mixed infection in peppers from the Rio Grande Valley in Texas (which
is located to the north of pepper and tomato production areas in Tamaulipas) (Brown & Nelson, 1989).

In addition, a third whitefly- transmitted virus, tentatively designated as serrano golden mosaic virus (SGMV)
(Brown and Poulos, in press) was isolated from pepper in Tamaulipas and the Rio Grand Valley in Texas in 1988
(Brown and Nelson, 1989), from tomato and pepper in Sinaloa, and from tomato in Central Arizona in 1989
(Brown, unpublished). The SGMV is mechanically transmissible and causes a bright golden mosaic in peppers,
chlorosis and stunting in tomatoes, and infects cultivated and /or weed species in the Solanaceae and Malvaceae.
To date, the CdTV, PMTV, and SGMV can be distinguished form one another by differences in host range,
symptomatology, transmission characteristics, and by hybridization assays using a panel of probes generated from
clones of several whitefly- transmitted geminiviruses (Table 1).

In the fall of 1989, distinctive virus -like symptoms were observed in tomato and pepper plantings in Southwestern
Florida. Due to the unprecedented level of 11. tabaci associated with affected crops, infection by geminiviruses
or other plant viruses was suspected. Hybridization assays conducted with tomato or pepper samples collected
from Arizona, Florida, Texas and Mexico revealed similar patterns of cross -hybridization with a specific panel
of geminivirus probes (Table 2). The viruses from Florida remain to be characterized; thus, their relationship
to the other recognized geminiviruses is currently unknown. It would not be unlikely to find that the Florida
geminiviruses are similar to those described from other locations in the U.S. or Mexico. likewise, the viruses
may be related to, but distinct from currently recognized viruses, and yet cross -hybridize with the same panel
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of probes. Indeed, probes made to the squash leaf curl and bean golden mosaic viruses also cross -hybridize with
some of the samples tested ( Brown, unpublished data) despite the fact that neither of these viruses have
Solanaceous hosts.

The North American geminiviruses of tomato and pepper are currently only partially characterized; thus more
effort must be directed toward developing methods for rapid identification of the viruses, and toward gaining a
greater understanding of the interrelationships between these viruses, as well as the impact of mixed infections.
Information currently available indicates a high degree of relatedness among the whitefly- transmitted
geminiviruses. Homology between viruses is particularly extensive in the genes which code for the coat protein
and replicase gene products. This information could be useful in developing both broad- spectrum geminivirus
probes and virus specific probes which are based upon highly conserved or unique portions of the genome,
respectively. Current efforts are being directed toward more complete characterization of these viruses, and on
surveys to detect additional viruses, which may have the potential to negatively impact on the tomato and pepper
industries of the U.S. and Mexico in the 1990's.
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TABLE 1. CHARACTERISTICS OF TOMATO AND PEPPER ISOLATES
FROM U.S. (As., Tx.) AND MEXICO

GEMINIVIRUSES UNCHAR.

Host Range
via
B. tabaci

CdTV
S

CdTV
T

PMTV
T

Tigré
Complex

T

Texas
Pepper
Virus
C

Tomato severe severe mild severe severe

curl curl slow
curl

curl curl

Pepper NS NS mild severe
curl

severe
curl

Datura severe severe severe severe

Malva severe severe - severe severe

Bean mild mild - mild mild

Tobacco severe severe NS severe severe

(N. benth.)

Transmission

B. tabaci

Mechanical

Reactions to
Non- radioactive
probes Tm -20

+ ++ + ++ - ++ ++pJB-1

pTGMV-A

pTGMV-B

pBJSG-1

+/- +/-

-

+/- +/- +/-

pBJPM-1 - - + ++ ++ ++

pTYLCV-A +/- +/- - +/- +/-
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Texas Serrano CAM
Pepper Golden Pepper
Virus Mosaic Virus
E Virus 13

yellow yellow NT
mosaic mosaic

yellow yellow mild
/green /green mottle
mosaic mosaic

severe severe NT

mild mild

NT NT

severe severe NT



Table 2. Results of Hybridization Assays
of Tomato and Pepper Samples

Oriain/

TGH404 pDJ1

Probe

pDJ2 pA21073 BCN -1 pBJSG -1

Sample

FL-1 (Biss) ++ ++ + - - ++

2 (BLsu) ++ ++ - - - ++

3 (COSE)' - ++ ++ -

4 (CONV) - + ++ i -

(Tomato)
5 NR ++ ++ -

6 3131 + ++ - t + ++

TXPV -N A -Or ++ ++ ++ t - -

B Bt ++ ++ ++ - - ++

Pepper C Pc ++ - - - ++

D Bt - ++ ++ - -

E-Or ++ - - - - ++

AZ -1 MAC -1 ++ ++ ++ - - ++
2 MAC -4 - ++ ++ - - -

3 MAC -5 ++ - - - - ++
4 NO -1 ++ - - - - ++

MEXICO
1 LM -1 - ++ ++ - - ++
2 LM -3 ++ - - - ++
3 CAM -18 ++ ++ ++ - - ++
4 BAM -1 ++ - - - ++
5 BAM -6
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